CORRESPONDENCE
JUL 25, 2016
DOCUMENT NO. 05560-16

Collin Roehner
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Collin Roehner on behalf of Records Clerk
Monday, July 25, 2016 3:27 PM
'Lisa Doherty'
RE: FPL Rate Hike - Docket # 160021-E1

Good afternoon Ms. Doherty,
We will be placing your comments below in consumer correspondence in Docket No. 160021-EI and forwarding your
comments to the Office of Consumer Assistance and Outreach.
Sincerely,
Collin D. Roehner
Commission Deputy Clerk I
Office of Commission Clerk
Florida Public Service Commission
2540 Shumard Oak Blvd.
Tallahassee, Florida, 32301

(850) 413-7123
From: Lisa Doherty [mailto:dohertylk@gmail.com]
Sent: Monday, July 25, 2016 3:14 PM
To: Records Clerk
Subject: FPL Rate Hike - Docket # 160021-E1

To whom it may concern:
My name is Lisa Doherty, I am 50 years old and live at 2295 Aaron St. Apt 106, Port Charlotte FL, 33952. I
have been permanently disabled since 2003 due to a degenerative spinal condition that is so bad they will no
longer operate on me. My medications make me VERY sensitive to heat and cold so I strive to keep my temps
mid range as much as possible.
I have a VERY hard time paying my bills every month due to all my medical expenses (dr's, meds, tests etc..)
and having to pay more for my electric would create an extreme hardship for me.
Now, if this rate hike were TRULY needed for upgraded infrastructure, then I would understand. It would still
hurt but it would take some of the sting out. But, for them to be asking us to pay their shareholders 1.6
BILLION for no reason other than to keep them happy is ridiculous! Then on top of that they will make an
additional $960 Million in PROFIT!!! This just makes no sense to me. If they feel their Shareholders need that
kind of money then they should go play the stock market or at the casinos, not in our pockets.
Sincerely,
Lisa Doherty
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